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BabiesBabies

When Polar Bears When Polar Bears 
are born they are are born they are 
blind and helpless.blind and helpless.
Babies weigh 20 Babies weigh 20 
ounces and 6kgsounces and 6kgs
After 28 days they After 28 days they 
can hear after 33 can hear after 33 
days they can see.days they can see.
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FoodFood

Seals are Polar Seals are Polar 
bears favorite  bears favorite  
meal.meal.
Polar Bears eat Polar Bears eat 
crabs, fish crabs, fish 
walruses, berries , walruses, berries , 
and roots.and roots.
If a dead whale If a dead whale 
washes on shore , washes on shore , 
Polar Bears will eat Polar Bears will eat 
it.it.



Polar Bear FactsPolar Bear Facts

Polar bears begin Polar bears begin 
to have cubs at to have cubs at 
age 5, or 6,age 5, or 6,
Females weigh 660 Females weigh 660 
pounds. Males pounds. Males 
1,100  pounds 500 1,100  pounds 500 
to 600 kg.to 600 kg.
Babies stay with Babies stay with 
their mom till 2 their mom till 2 
years or 3.years or 3.



FurFur

Polar Bears fur is Polar Bears fur is 
really yellow.really yellow.
Polar Bears are Polar Bears are 
hunted for their hunted for their 
fur.fur.
Polar bears are not Polar bears are not 
cold because they cold because they 
have so much fur.have so much fur.



Life cycle Life cycle 

polar bears are polar bears are 
born, as small as a born, as small as a 
hand.hand.
Then a cub.Then a cub.
Middle age.Middle age.
All grown up.All grown up.
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RecoursesRecourses

Polar bears by Polar bears by 
Stuart A. Stuart A. KallenKallen..
www. polar bear. www. polar bear. 
comcom
Zoo books/polar Zoo books/polar 
bearbear
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The EndThe End

I hope you liked my I hope you liked my 
show aboutshow about

POLAR POLAR 
BEARS!!!BEARS!!!
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